FOR THE RECRUITMENT OF MANAGERS

DECLARATION

ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST BY CANDIDATES

(Articles 11 and 11a of the Staff Regulations and
Articles 11 and 81 of the Conditions of Employment of Other Servants – CEOS)

This questionnaire aims at allowing the Appointing Authority (AA)/Authority Empowered to
Conclude Contracts of Employment (AECCE) to identify potential or actual conflict of
interest in relation to the specific position offered and the appropriate measures to be
adopted, if any.

This questionnaire does not exempt candidates from complying with all the ethics obligations
imposed on them upon recruitment.

Guidance is provided in the Annex to this form on how to fill it in.

In case of (a) potential conflict(s) of interest identified by the Appointing Authority/Authority
Empowered to Conclude Contracts of Employment, copies of this form will be transmitted to
the candidate, to Unit HR.C.1/C.2, to the Business Correspondent of the Directorate-General
offering the position and to the candidate’s immediate superior.

THE POSITION OFFERED

TO BE FILLED IN BY HR.02

Vacancy notice No: COM/2021/10406
Administrative status of the position offered: official/temporary agent/contract agent
Job title included in the job description: Principal Adviser – Member of the Regulatory
Scrutiny Board (RSB)
Grade of the position offered: AD14
DG, Directorate, unit: RSB
Name of the immediate superior: Mr Rytis MARTIKONIS

1 Delete as appropriate.

PER.ID.:  
JOB NUMBER:  
NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: Philippe MENGAL
PART I
TO BE FILLED IN BY THE CANDIDATE AND SENT BACK TO THE RECRUITING DIRECTORATE-GENERAL

SURNAME/FIRST NAME: MENGAI, PHILIPPE

Address for correspondence: ...
Contact telephone number: ...
Work telephone number: ...
E-mail address: ...

If applicable, applicant number in any European Union competitions/selection procedures:

ASSESSMENT BY THE CANDIDATE OF ANY POTENTIAL OR ACTUAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Please read the Guidance in the Annex before replying to the question below.

Please note that there may be situations in a later stage where the content of this form could be subject to disclosure, either partial or full, in compliance with relevant applicable rules and procedures, and data protection requirements (notably in the context of access to document requests or audit / enquiries of other EU Institutions).

In your opinion, do you have any personal interest, in particular a family2 or financial interest, or any other conflict of interest, which would actually or potentially impair your independence in the course of your duties in the specific position offered at the Commission and which may thus lead to any actual or potential conflict of interest relevant to that position?

2 Should you report any family interest, you are asked to inform the member(s) of your family concerned that the Commission will process their data as covered by the specific personal data records published in the public Register of the Data Protection Officer (DPO); DPIR-14/C-01852.1 on selection and recruitment procedure for middle management functions and adviser functions in the European Commission.

PER.I.D.
JOB NUMBER:
NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: Philippe MENGAL
Declaration

I hereby certify that the information provided in this form is correct and complete and that my curriculum vitae is duly updated. I will immediately inform the Appointing Authority/Authority Empowered to Conclude Contracts of Employment of any change in my situation, or of any new relevant information I may receive which could cause a breach of the Staff Regulations/CEOS. I am aware that any false declaration may result in the cancellation of the recruitment process or, after recruitment, in disciplinary sanctions.

Signature of the candidate: [Redacted]

Date: 24.5.2022

PER.ID.: [Redacted]

JOB NUMBER: [Redacted]

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: Philippe MENGAL